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Abstract: Inguinal lymphadenectomy (ILND) remains the standard of care for patients with invasive
squamous cell carcinoma of the penis, dictating patient prognosis, adjuvant therapies, and surveillance
strategies. Importantly the performance of an ILND has been shown to improve cancer-specific outcomes,
providing a modifiable factor for patients with an aggressive malignancy. Surprisingly, the procedure
remains underutilized, mainly due to the high surgical morbidity associated with the procedure. The open
lymphadenectomy technique has undergone several modifications over the last 30 years to minimize its
associated surgical morbidity, but wound-related complications remain significant. Minimally invasive
surgery (MIS) techniques have been recently introduced to help mitigate wound-related complications
associated with open lymphadenectomy, with promising results. In this review, we highlight the importance
of ILND, present a detail review of the surgical and oncological outcomes associated with open, laparoscopic
and robotic ILND for patients with penile cancer.
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Introduction
Penile cancer is rare malignancy in the US, which
accounts for less than 1% of all malignant neoplasms
in men, while it represents up 6% of male malignancies
in several developing nations of Asia, Africa, and South
America (1). This discrepancy in incidence is mostly
related to low rates of neonatal circumcision in such
nations, which is known to be protective factor for
the disease (2). The management of penile cancer is
surgical, with organ sparing techniques becoming
increasingly popular due to the disfiguring nature and
psychological distress caused by historical procedures (3).
Following complete excision of the penile cancer, bilateral
inguinal lymphadenectomy (ILND) is the standard of care
for patient with intermediate and high-risk penile cancer
(≥pT1bN0 or pTanyN1-2) (4). Performance of ILND is
not only imperative for disease staging (4), but early ILND
has been shown to offer a survival advantage (5). Penile
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cancer remains one of the few disease processes, along
with testis cancer (6), in which a modifiable factor, such as
lymphadenectomy, has been proven to provide a survival
advantage.
Utilization of ILND for penile cancer patients in the
US remains low, with reported rates ranging from 19.6%
to 27.2% (7-9). Marginal ILND utilization is not specific
to penile cancer, with vulvar cancer (20.4%) (10) and lower
extremity melanoma (39%) (11) reporting comparable rates.
Avoidance of ILND utilization points into a techniquespecific issue rather than disease biology. In recent review
of the NCDB database, ILND was more likely to occur
in younger patients, those with a more contemporary
diagnosis, and those treated in an Academic/Research
facility (7). Interestingly, insurance type, household
income, and demographic location had no effect on
lymphadenectomy utilization, suggesting, that discrepancies
in ILND utilization are likely related to physician
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experience and comfort rather patient factors.
The main hesitancy for the use of ILND is the significant
comorbidity associated with the procedure, which has a
reported complication rate of 14–37% (12-16). As a result,
several technique modifications have been proposed to the
historical open radical ILND with the purpose to minimize
wound complications and the development of chronic
lower extremity lymphedema. The increasing popularity of
minimally invasive procedures and introduction of robotic
surgery have led to a rapid development of minimally
invasive surgery (MIS) and robotic techniques for the
performance of the ILND with a proposed reduction in
postoperative complication rates. Here we review the
available surgical techniques for ILND: open, laparoscopic,
and robotic and discuss their oncological efficacy and
associated surgical morbidity.
Open ILND
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wound infection is to occur. Historically, a sartorius muscle
interposition was performed for coverage for the exposed
triangle (21), but recent studies have shown that the
sartorius interposition may provide limited coverage and
more robust rotational flaps (tensor fascial lata, gracilis,
anterolateral thigh, internal oblique and vertical rectus
abdominis) are currently favored (23).
Although the radical ILND is considered the oncological
gold standard, the technique is associated with significant
postoperative morbidity (Table 1). The largest reported
series of radical ILND (12), reported post-operative
complication rate of 61.7%, with most of the complications
being wound-related (infection, dehiscence, and necrosis).
Contemporary series (Table 1) have reduced the wound
complication significantly with careful creation and
manipulation of skin flaps (preserving Scarpa’s fascia),
preservation of the skin perforating vessels, and control of
postoperative seromas with closed suction surgical drains
(13-15).

Lymphatic spread in penile cancer
The lymphatic drainage to the penis has been closely
studied (17), and it follows a specific spread pattern
consisting of superficial inguinal nodes -> deep inguinal
nodes -> pelvic nodes -> retroperitoneal nodes. The penis
being a central organ, lymphatic spread seldom follows
laterality, with bilateral nodal spread seen in up to 81% of
patients (18,19). The inguinal region is divided into the five
zones (20), by a horizontal and verticals lines centered at
the fossa ovalis. Historically, the teaching has been to resect
the nodal tissue in all five zones, which has been associated
with significant postoperative complications (wound)
and morbidity (lymphedema) (21). As a result, the radical
lymphadenectomy has been modified by limiting the nodal
dissection (16,22) while balancing appropriate oncological
outcomes.
Radical ILND
The radical dissection of the inguinal region (21)
consists on dissection of all nodal tissue limited by the
anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS) superior laterally,
the pubic tubercle superior medially, the abductor
longus muscle medially and the sartorius muscle
laterally. The greater saphenous vein is ligated, and
nodal tissue over the femoral vessels is excised (20).
The radical lymphadenectomy leaves the femoral triangle
exposed which may lead to possible vessel erosion if a
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Modified ILND
As a result of the high morbidity associated with the
radical ILND, Catalona et al. proposed a modified
lymphadenectomy technique (22), which aimed to preserve
oncological benefit while reducing the postoperative
morbidity. The technique limited the size of the incision,
excluded nodal dissection lateral to the femoral artery
and caudal to the fossa ovalis, while preserving the
greater saphenous vein, and eliminating the sartorius
transposition (22). The modified lymphadenectomy
significantly decreased the incidence of early (6.8% vs.
41.1%) and late (3.4% vs. 43.1%) surgical complications
(Table 1) compared to the radical dissection (14).
Consequently, the Catalona modified technique was rapidly
and widely adopted for patients with intermediate (pT1b)
and high risk (≥pT2) penile cancer with no clinical evidence
of nodal metastases. Lopes and colleagues (31), warned
regarding a potential understaging and under-treatment
with the Catalona modified technique (22), reporting an infield recurrence in 17% due to the avoidance of the lateral
and central dissection fields. As a result, a contemporary
limited ILND has been proposed in which the boundaries
of dissection are expanded medially and laterally to include
the midpoint of the adductor longus and the lateral
boundary of the sartorius muscle (16). Furthermore, frozen
section of clinically prominent nodes should be highly
consider to assess the need for a more extended dissection
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Table 1 Reported morbidity of available ILND techniques
Series

No.
Palpable Major
patients nodes (%) (%) Minor (%) Skin (%) Infection
(%)

Complications
DVT (%)

Seroma
(%)

Edema
(%)

Lymphocele
(%)

Radical ILND
Ravi et al. (12)

234

55.0

–

–

61

18

–

5

–

–

Nelson et al. (13)

28

77.2

5

45

7.5

7.5

–

–

–

2.5

Perdonà et al. (15)

48

0

37.5

47.5

8.3

8.3

8.3

12.5

20.8

4.2

Bouchot et al. (14)

58

54.3

31

–

8.6

6.9

12.1

13.8

22.4

5.2

Catalona et al. (22)

6

30

16.6

67

33.3

–

–

16.6

100

16.6

Bouchot et al. (14)

118

54.3

0

6.8

2.5

0.8

0

–

3.4

0

Bevan-Thomas et al. (16)

66

37.7

14

38

4.5

6.1

0

12.1

3

0

Tobias-Machado et al. (24)

10

0

0

10

–

–

–

–

–

10

Master et al. (25)

25

0

0

12.5

–

8

–

4

–

–

Kumar et al. (26)

33

–

3

48.4

6

–

3

–

3

27

Yuan et al. (27)

12

8.3

8.3

25

8.3

0

0

0

0

16.3

Cui et al. (28)

23

0

0

43

16

8

0

0

23

0

Elsamra et al. (29)

5

1

0

40

20

–

–

–

20

–

Singh et al. (30)

51

33.3

2

78.4

11.8

9.8

–

37.3

0

49

Modified ILND

Laparoscopic ILND

Robotic ILND

ILND, inguinal lymphadenectomy.

(deep inguinal nodes) (16).
Minimally invasive approaches
In order to minimize morbidity associated with open
ILND, introduction of minimally invasive techniques (MIS)
have been proposed, which would limit the incision size and
the need for flap creation. Bishoff and colleagues (32,33)
were the first to introduce the idea of a minimally invasive
ILND, utilizing an endoscopic approach, developed in
cadaveric studies and then performed in patient with
promising results. Since several MIS techniques have
been proposed: endoscopic subcutaneous modified ILND
(ESMIL) (34), video-endoscopic ILND (VEIL) (24), and
the leg endoscopic groin lymphadenectomy (LEG) (25),
VEIL with saphenous sparing (28,35), single-site VEIL
(SSVEIL) (27,36). The techniques all accomplish the
same goal but differ slightly, with the VEIL and ESMIL
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techniques limited to only removing the superficial
nodes while the LEG technique reports a complete
lymphadenectomy (superficial and deep nodes). Further
optimization of the technique with saphenous sparing
procedure (28,35) and single-site laparoscopy (27) are being
reported with promising results.
Endoscopic ILND is approached in a retrograde fashion
by placing the access ports in the inferior aspect of the
femoral triangle. The inferior border to the femoral triangle
is identified by measuring 20 cm below the ASIS and 15 cm
from the pubic tubercle and connecting the lines between
the two (Figure 1A,B). The camera port is placed in the
middle of the connecting incision and the skin flap is then
created either with blunt finger dissection or a dissecting
laparoscopic access balloon. Two approaches to the
lymphadenectomy have been reported: a superficial to deep
approach or a deep to superficial dissection (Figure 2A,B).
In the superficial to deep dissection, the working space is
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Figure 1 (A) Superficial inguinal access versus (B) deep inguinal access.
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Figure 2 (A) Superficial inguinal access versus (B) deep inguinal
access.
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created between Scarpa’s fascia and the nodal packet, and
the lymphadenectomy is performed from a superficial to
deep approach. In the deep to superficial approach, the
working space is created between the fascia Latta and the
nodal packet. The dissection is then carried by releasing
the nodal packet from Scarpa’s fascia. In our experience, the
saphenous vein is more readily to identified with the deep
to superficial approach, which is important if a saphenous
sparing procedure is planned. There is no report comparing
either approach in regard to incidence of complications or
oncological outcomes.
Level I evidence on the oncological effectiveness of MIS
remains lacking, mainly due to the rarity of the disease.
Master et al., at Emory University, opened a trial aiming to
randomized patients to the MIS vs. the open technique, but
the trial closed due to poor accrual. The available data relies
on retrospective series and prospective studies comparing
lymph node yields. Tobias-Machado and colleagues (37),
reported the first comparison between the VEIL and
open ILND were patients underwent the endoscopic
approach (VEIL) in one limb and the standard ILND in
the other. They reported comparable node yields between
techniques, with no difference in recurrence patterns. In
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a series by Kumar and colleagues (26), the results of 33
consecutive VIEL procedures was compared to 35 open
ILND, which showed a superior lymph node yield with the
VEIL technique (9.36 vs. 7.11; P=0.012), and no inguinal
recurrences at the median follow-up of 16 months.
The introduction of endoscopic procedures has
demonstrated a clear advantage in reducing the morbidity
associated with ILND (Table 1). The landmark study by
Tobias-Machado et al. (24), noted a significant reduction in
overall complications with the VEIL procedure (20% vs.
70%, P=0.015) compared to the open approach. In a followup study by Master et al., in which the long-term outcomes
were evaluated, the VEIL procedure was associated with
minimal post-operative complicated with only one case
of developing flap necrosis (2.6%), and 5 cases of wound
seroma (12%). Cui et al. (28) evaluated the benefit of
saphenous vein preservation during laparoscopic ILND,
by performing a saphenous sparing procedure in one groin
while ligating the vein in the other. The study included 23
patients, and saphenous preservation was associated with
a significant reduction in the incidence of acute and longterm lymphedema, with no difference on lymph node yield.
Yuan et al. (27) compared the use of single-site VEIL to
standard VEIL, with emphasis in saphenous preservation,
noting no difference in operative time, lymph node yield
or surgical complications. The authors did report improve
patient satisfaction scores in the single-site group (75% vs.
25%; P=0.039) in cosmetic results.
A prospective study Jakub and colleagues (38), aimed
to assess the reproducibility and learning curve associated
with endoscopic ILND. The study consisted of a structured
didactic program combined with a hands-on session would
prepare high volume melanoma surgeons to perform a MIS
ILND safely and proficiently. The study showed that most
surgeon were deemed proficient within 6 cases (83%), with
conversion rates reduced significantly after the 5th case.
The learning curve associated with this procedure is of
significant importance due to the oncological implications
associated with the procedure. Surgeons adopting an MSI
approach should carefully balance oncological quality
of the procedure with the post-operative benefits for an
MIS approach, and conversion should be considered if an
inadequate lymphadenectomy is at risk.
Robotic-assisted VEIL (RAVEIL)
As it has occurred for the many of established laparoscopic
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procedures, the transition to the robotic-assisted
laparoscopic platform was expected, due to the improved
visualization provided by the three-dimensional optics,
along with the improved dexterity over the laparoscopic
instruments.
The first robotic ILND was performed by Josephson et
al., who described the procedure in one patient (39). Matin
and colleagues at the MD Anderson Cancer Center (40)
set to proved the oncological efficacy of the procedure by
performing a prospective trial in which an open inguinal
exploration evaluated the robotic lymphadenectomy. The
study consisted of 10 patients with invasive penile cancer,
who underwent a RAVEIL followed by an open inguinal
exploration by an experienced open surgeon performed,
noting an adequate lymphadenectomy in 94.7% of inguinal
fields (40).
Several retrospective case reports and series (29,39,41)
have been published discussing the feasibility of the RAVEIL
and its associated complication rate. Singh et al. (30), provide
the largest retrospective series in which 51 patients treated
with RAVEIL technique were compared to 100 patients
who underwent open lymphadenectomy. The RAVEIL
technique was associated with shorter hospital stay and
decreased postoperative complications (wound/flap necrosis
and lower extremity edema) while achieving comparable
node yields (30). The majority of patients undergoing
RAVEIL had clinically N0 disease (67%), with only 4%
harboring locally advance disease at the time of excision (30).
On multivariate analysis, increasing pathological nodal
stage [OR 2.8 (95% CI: 1.1–6.8), P=0.027] and undergoing
an open lymphadenectomy [OR 7.5 (95% CI: 1.3–43),
P=0.024] were predictive factors associated with a major
postoperative complication (30).
Laparoscopic access for the RAVEIL technique is similar
to that of the VEIL technique, with minor difference
that an adequate distance of 6–8 cm between the robotic
ports is necessary to minimize collisions (Figure 1B). One
of the main limitations of the RAVEIL, is the need for
the repositioning of the robot to the contralateral side if
bilateral dissections are to occur during a single anesthetic.
Sotelo and colleagues (41), recently reported their robotic
docking technique in which the robot does not need to
be moved to the contralateral side of the patient, just
repositioned. In their technique, the robot is docked at
a 45-degree angle for the contralateral thigh and then
repositioned parallel to the patient for the ipsilateral thigh.
The authors report minimal collisions with the proposed
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docking technique.
Limited reports have evaluated the learning curve
associated with the RAVEIL technique. Elsamra et al. (29),
an experienced robotic surgeon, provided the only account
of a potential learning curve associated with the procedure.
In his report, he noted that an appropriate lymph-node
yield (n>7) was only achieved after the third patient. He
reported a single conversion in a patient with bulky inguinal
adenopathy and recommended the procedure be limited to
patients with clinically node-negative disease (cN0).
Conclusions
ILND in patients with invasive penile cancer has been
associated with superior oncological outcomes with patients
with invasive disease. Unfortunately, ILND remains
underutilized due to its associated morbidity, with only a
third of eligible patients receiving the procedure in the US.
Several open and MIS techniques have been introduced
over the last 30 years hoping to decrease the associated
morbidity while maintaining the oncological efficacy. As a
result, the modified open ILND has become the standard
of care for prophylactic lymphadenectomies, while the
radical lymphadenectomy continues to be recommended
for those with palpable and locally invasive disease. Both
laparoscopic and robotic techniques have been introduced
to further minimize wound-related complications (infection,
flap necrosis, and dehiscence) associated with the open
technique and are gaining popularity. As the field moves
towards the adoption of endoscopic techniques (laparoscopic
or robotic), one must remember that the oncological data
available for these techniques remains retrospective and
associated with uncontrolled bias. Moreover, the majority
of the endoscopic reports have focused on clinically nodenegative disease, with seldom reports including patients
with node positive disease. Lastly, there is a demonstrated
learning curve associated with both laparoscopic and robotic
procedures, which need to be considered when adopting
these endoscopic techniques.
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